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IIIA-CSIC 

3

80 people including  25 AI Senior Researchers out of which 6 
are EurAI Fellows.

It has graduated 100 PhDs in Artificial Intelligence.



AI at the ethical frontier



Ethical Concerns
AI High level expert group

AI Act

Barcelona Declaration

…

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF 
ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL 
SCIENCE
ETHICS OF AI
ONLINE CERTIFICATE COURSE
Investigate the ethical challenges and 
opportunities posed by AI in this highly 
applicable master class experience 



Ethical Concerns



Ethical Concerns

Not JUST 
privacy, 

security, & 
manipulation!

We are also 
concerned about basic 

features 
and functionality.



Can we (AI developers) put humans in control?

Should we?



Moral Humans  



- Enjoying other’s suffering/loses
- Insensibility to signs of physical pain in others
- Lack of fear and insensibility to punishment 
- Instrumental, gratuitous violence
- Lack of remorse, guilt, shame 

Psychopaths, an amoral mind.







Answers

- Psychopaths: 57,1% Yes

- Control Group: 13,6% Yes

Control group were nurses!!!!



- We as individuals take different decisions in front of similar 
situations

- We as individuals interpret social and moral values differently

- Therefore, we need a social contract with technology to enable 
Communities to rule.

What rights do we agree to surrender, as a society or group, to technology in exchange for 
the protection of our remaining rights and maintenance of the social order?

Humans in control? Yes, but as communities.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_order


Towards value engineering



It has to be US! We need to put people (pl.) in control, 
because AI must be social
Billions of AI systems will interact among themselves and with humans. Our future 
society will be a colossal Multiagent System, a huge sociotechnical community.

Kurt Dresner and Peter Stone IRIDIA Lab

Traffic Multi-robot IoT



MAS: meeting point for AI (technology) and Humanities 
(people).
From individual rationality to 
social intelligence we need:
● Communicative interaction
● Social Co-ordination
● Agreement technologies
● Social networks
● Social choice
● Agent-based modelling
● Social simulation

Matthew Yee-King, Roberto Confalonieri, Dave de Jonge, Katina Hazelden, Carles Sierra, Mark d'Inverno, Leila 
Amgoud, Nardine Osman:
Multiuser museum interactives for shared cultural experiences: an agent-based approach. AAMAS 2013: 917-924

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/y/Yee=King:Matthew
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/c/Confalonieri_0001:Roberto
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/j/Jonge:Dave_de
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/h/Hazelden:Katina
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/d/d=Inverno:Mark
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/a/Amgoud:Leila
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/a/Amgoud:Leila
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/o/Osman:Nardine
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/atal/aamas2013.html%23Yee-KingCJHSdAO13


But how to guarantee value respect when entities are 
autonomous? 
● Values are social constructs. No universals; they are context dependent. 
● No individual behaviour guarantee can be obtained when systems are fully 

autonomous. 
● However, we can design sociotechnical communities so that unacceptable 

behaviour generates repair actions and punishements. (This is the legal 
approach.) And, desirable behaviour is geared via incentives. (This is the 
economic approach.)

Let’s get inspiration from how we humans model 
responsible behaviour.



Legal Relations to fix the interpretation of ‘Right’.

Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld. 
Fundamental Legal Conceptions as 
Applied in Judicial Reasoning, 23 
YALE L.J. 16 (1913). 



New Institutional Economics

Douglass North: "Transaction costs, 
institutions, and economic performance.”  
(1992)

“humanly devised 
constraints that 
structure political, 
economic and social 
interactions”.



Sustainable Collective 
Action. Self-Governing 
Institutions.

New Institutional Economics, Nobel 2009



L’Horta watering communities 
● May 29, 1435, 84 irrigators approved formal 

regulations on how to share water.

● Some rules had been in use from much earlier.

● Rules talk about maintenance, fines, officials, and 

use of water depending on the environment.

● They are an example of situatedness.

Human communities are often successful



Ostrom’s principles and 
the Horta

Boundaries: irrigation rights come with the land.
Appropiation and provision: proportional to size 
of land.
Collective choice: election of officials in the 
court.
Monitoring: ‘turno’ system makes monitoring high 
and easy.
Sanctions: surprisingly low frequency. 0,8%.
Conflict: weekly meetings.
Rights to organise: no external interference



Community norms

● Each farm on a canal receives water in a rotation order.
● If a farmer fails to open his headgate when the water arrives there, he misses 

his turn and must wait for the next rotation.
● Each farmer decides how much water to take.
● The households to receive timber form teams and equaly divide the work.
● Workers will make equaly sized piles of logs.
● A lottery determines which pile goes to which household.



But…

● How are norms created?

● How do they relate to human shared values?



Two illustrative examples in a digital world





Single mothers community in uHelp.



From Values to Norms  



Context
The future is a massive multiagent 
system:

- Humans
- Software agents

🤖💻🤖
🤖🤖⌚🤖💻⌚
📱🤖💻📱📱
💻🤖
🤖🤖🤖💻📱📱🤖
📱🤖📱📱
🤖💻📱🤖🤖
⌚🤖
💻📱🤖🤖📱⌚🤖
🤖🤖📱🤖
🤖🤖🤖
🤖📱

We (humans) are responsible for 
embedding values into 
autonomous agents.

➔ Programmers need to turn 
values into code



Turning Values into Code. Schwartz’s theory



Turning Values into Code
Based on Schwartz’s Theory of Basic Human Values, abstract 
values are grounded into permanent goals that agents pursue:

Moral 
values

Motivational 
goals

Grounded as

1. Proxies for values

2. How values manifest in the real/virtual world

3. State of affairs + history of actions

4. Permanent status

5. Value hierarchy → goal hierarchy



Turning Values into Code
Once values are turned into permanent goals, the autonomous 

agent can evaluate the state of the world as it relates to every 

value instilled in it.
Moral 
values

Motivational 
goals

Grounded as
The human designer is in charge of deciding how a 

value is grounded:

→ control over the meaning of values



Promoting Values with Norms
Technical norms encompass:

Do’s and don’ts over the actions that an autonomous agent can take,

under what circumstances

with what effects

→ Norms are the main value-promoting mechanism ← 



Promoting Values with Norms
Norms can change the incentive structure and steer the system towards 
outcomes that are better viewed in terms of values (i.e. closer to the grounding 
goals).

When that is the case → 

norms are aligned w.r.t. values

PN is the random variable of the subset of paths restricted under the normative
system N. fv is the semantics function of value v.



Methodology
1) Define the variables that determine the state

2) Define the (parametric) norms that regulate the transitions

3) Define the set of values of interest

4) Apply an optimisation algorithm to find the parameters that maximise 
alignment

5) Analyse the shapley value of norms and value compatibility

6) Iterate from 2

Nieves Montes, Carles Sierra:
Value-Guided Synthesis of Parametric Normative Systems. AAMAS 2021: 907-915. Extension in JAIR in Press.

https://dblp.org/pid/274/6779.html
https://dblp.org/db/conf/atal/aamas2021.html#MontesS21


Example
tax system, taxes get collected, 

grown and redistributed. Some 

agents cheat and try to evade.

1) Values = {equality, fairness}

2) Normative system:

n1: how much should each agent pay

n2: how to redistribute

n3: how often should evaders be detected

n4: how much to fine evaders when detected

3) Optimise



Example

Interactions among individual norms

In normative system N, how much is norm 

ni responsible for alignment with value v?

Shapley values

For equality: collecting taxes

For fairness: dealing with cheaters



Example

Interactions among values

Can normative system N promote more 

than one value simultaneously?

Value compatibility

Promoting fairness indirectly leads to 

equality, but not the other way around.



Methodology
1) Define the variables that determine the state

2) Define the (parametric) norms that regulate the transitions

3) Define the set of values of interest

4) Apply an optimisation algorithm to find the parameters that maximise 
alignment

5) Analyse the shapley value of norms and value compatibility

6) Iterate from 2

Nieves Montes, Carles Sierra:
Value-Guided Synthesis of Parametric Normative Systems. AAMAS 2021: 907-915. Extension in JAIR, In Press

https://dblp.org/pid/274/6779.html
https://dblp.org/db/conf/atal/aamas2021.html#MontesS21


Challenge: Agents Autonomously Handle Norms
Agents try to adapt the system’s norms to promote their understanding of values:

Agents autonomously propose, negotiate and agree on the norms to be 
implemented.

Norms will not reflect any individual value structure, but an aggregation 
of them → the emergent social values

The agents are responsible for embedding values into norms, not the 
outside designer.



Summary - Our Value Engineering Proposal
● Values are coded into agents as permanent goals, designed by an outside 

human team.
● Technical norms promote values by shifting the system towards outcomes 

that come closer to the grounding goals.
● Agents autonomously negotiate over which norms to adopt and use value 

alignment to assess any proposal.
● Norm negotiation is a form of value aggregation of individual values into 

emergent social values.



In conclusion



Take-Home Message
Leverage agent autonomy to promote ethical behaviour

through the crafting and selection of norms

+

Keep humans in control

who decide the meaning of values



Value engineering aims at
● Empowering people to self-regulate their communities, interactions and 

objectives.

● Helping communities to satisfy Ostrom’s principles to guarantee 
sustainability. 

● Supporting explainabilty and transparency.

● Providing tools for the analysis, coding and deployment of norms.



And generates plenty of open research questions
● When are two values similar?
● How to extract a normative position from text?
● How to deal with ethical conflict, i.e. conflicting norms?
● How to assess the impact of a normative change?
● How to learn norms from behaviour?
● How to synthesize code that implements norms?
● How to model incentives with norms?
● How to assess the sustainability of a normative system given a set of values 

shared by the humans?
● Is any set of norms acceptable?
● How to reconcile top-down and bottom-up generated norms?



And generate plenty of open research questions
● When are two values similar?
● How to extract a normative position from text?
● How to deal with ethical conflict, i.e. conflicting norms?
● How to assess the impact of a normative change?
● How to learn norms from behaviour?
● How to synthesize code that implements norms?
● How to model incentives with norms?
● How to assess the sustainability of a normative system given a set of values 

shared by the humans?
● Is any set of norms acceptable?
● How to reconcile top-down and bottom-up generated norms?

A research program for the 
MAS community



Thank you

Carles Sierra
sierra@iiia.csic.es


